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Apostolic Visitation: Why Bother? Why be Bothered?
Joan Chittister | Jun. 23, 2010 From Where I Stand
The question is, why bother? That?s the question rumbling under an otherwise polite attempt to participate in a
process based on non-participation.
While the world goes on to bigger things?like oil spills that threaten an entire body of water in addition to all the
beaches and marshes and wildlife and families they harbor; while women religious themselves go steadfastly on
serving the poor, working for justice, and attempting to make peace among peoples of every faith and culture;
and while the church universal continues to deal with the effects of sex scandals everywhere, church
embezzlements everywhere and the closing of churches and missions worldwide, the investigation, inquisition,
and/or evaluation of women religious in the United States?whatever the euphemisms for it?continues on its
weary way. Oblivious, it appears, to all those other things.
No one seems to be sure why the investigation is really being done, except that to declare an Apostolic
Visitation signals that someone somewhere has already decided that something is wrong. More than that, no one
seems to know where it will really go or how it will end: a report in a drawer; maybe; one more document on
religious life after over 1500 years of history, perhaps; a set of foreign ?do?s and don?ts? for adult women who
have freely given and freely spend their lives for the sake of what one congregation, the Sisters of St Joseph, so
poignantly calls ?the dear neighbor? and others, Benedictines, for instance, call ?the search for God.?
But however uncertain the purpose and end of such an investigation, two other things are patently clear: First, it
is costing over a million dollars to send teams of strangers into convents and monasteries across the land for five
day analyses of the local religious culture. And second, however benignly the whole process may turn out to be,
one sentence shows up in every official explanation of the process ? one sentence that continues to raise
questions about the standard operational procedures of the church itself. It reads, from a number of news reports
on the subject, ?The process will conclude in 2011 with a final report to Cardinal Rode. The report will not be
made public or shared with the religious communities.?
What? The report won?t be shared with the communities being investigated? The patient will not be told the
diagnosis? The accused will not be told the crime? The paralytic will not be asked whether or not crutches can
really solve her particular situation?
Oh, come now.
No wonder there?s so much gall about such a study.
It isn?t that this is not a period of institutional evaluations. It isn?t that nuns haven?t been part of them over and
over again for years?in schools, in hospitals, in professional organizations, in their own congregations. On the
contrary. These things are standard operating procedure these days. But not like this.
In professional evaluations of member groups, the process is marked by four distinct dimensions: 1. A

preliminary self-study, 2. An evaluation by peers, 3. An exit report and 4. A written report that responds to each
area of the group?s own self evaluation materials.
The preliminary self-study covers every area the membership organization defines as essential or important to
its being an accredited institution in the evaluating association. It cites what the membership of the group being
evaluated defines as its strengths, its present weaknesses and its plans for the future. The visitation process, by
making the evaluation a joint endeavor between a local group and its external evaluators, honors the insights
and commitment of the group itself. And all of this is done against a backdrop of common goals both shaped
and shared by the association and this particular unit of it.
But, in this case, there was no preliminary or jointly planned self-study.
An evaluating team made up of peers from the same system does not bring apples to judge oranges. Engineers
do not grade English departments; high school teachers do not pronounce on grade school curriculums;
pharmacists do not write recommendations for health food programs. These evaluators are people who are
themselves both expert in the field and grappling with the same problems somewhere else. The message is a
clear one: We?re all in this together. Let?s see what your experience and mine have to share with one another.
But new understandings of how best to live a vowed life in a modern society have grown up since Vatican
II?and been approved by Rome. It is unclear how many of the visitators themselves have lived these current
forms.
An on-site exit report and dialogue about the visitators? immediate perceptions of the professional health of the
group in question is common. It brings a kind of closure to the process.
But to have no idea at all of the immediate concerns or commendations of outside observers at the end of the
process, leaves in its wake more the taste of an invisible threat than a sense of mutual achievement.
Finally, in most professional evaluations, the group has the opportunity to make a written response to the team?s
official report in order to explain why some of the recommendations?good as they may be for others of its
kind?cannot or does not apply to this group at this time.
From where I stand, a secret report is no report at all. When evaluators are allowed to make ?reports? that are
never seen by the people or programs about which they are ?reporting,? anything can be said by
anybody?without cause and without proof. Without challenge and without joint resolution. It brings with it no
accountability at all from the evaluators themselves, either for its facticity or its applicability to the
circumstances of any particular group, let alone all of them.
In that case, there?s no reason to do an investigation at all. The so-called report can be written before the
visitators even visit. In fact, why bother?
But there is another question, equally important, that demands an answer, too. That question is ?Why would
anyone be bothered about such an ill-defined process?? And the answer to that question is a simple one: an
Apostolic Visitation carries in its wake the canonical possibility that a community?s superior can be removed
without explanation, or the community itself can be suppressed, or outside administrators can be appointed and
installed without community approval. It can, in other words, change a community?s entire life on the basis of a
report they have never seen.

Clearly, religious?in fact, any group of people anywhere-- have a right to be concerned about the effects on
them of a process that allows them to be convicted of something of which they were never told they were
accused. t
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